
EphenStephen is a guitar duo committed to exploring both inventive and established repertoire. The duo are resident in Armidale NSW but perform throughout Australia 

and New Zealand. They have a diverse history of projects ranging from new music commissions to ground breaking transcriptions of classic works, this duo embraces a 
unique musical vision and will be playing at Macquarie University on Friday May 6. Highlights from their program will include:

Gary Ryan (b. 1969)
Generator
Generator was written for Mark Eden and Chris Stell and is reminiscent of the sounds and rhythms generated by machinery. The piece opens with a mysterious and spacious 
slow section in which deep tentative sounds emerge from silence. A series of mosaic-like ideas, which are partly ordered by the performers, underlay a rising melodic 
progression, with 'electrical sparks' symbolising the creation of the machine. Suddenly a pulsating cog-like rhythm ignites and the machine comes to life with unstoppable 
rhythmic energy, passing through a series of extraordinary sound worlds until eventually the symmetry of malfunction, death and decay brings the piece to extinction.

Aaron Copland (1900-1990) arr. EphenStephen
Hoedown (from Rodeo)
Evoking a rollicking, foot-stomping bluegrass jam at its best, Copland's 'Hoedown' has survived many an arrangement, perhaps most memorably those by Emerson Lake & 
Palmer and Bela Fleck. Our arrangement features the two guitars in a banjo-related tuning and incorporates elements inherent to the folk roots of the tune, while echoing 
the colour and imagination found in the original orchestration.

Mercury (1946-1991) arr. EphenStephen
Love of My Life ~ Bohemian Rhapsody
These two tunes from Queen's album 'A Night at the Opera' demonstrate the compositional imagination, theatrical songwriting and grandeur inherent in Queen's music. 
Driven primarily by Mercury's vocal and imagination, but not forgetting Brian May's expansive multi-tracked guitar orchestrations, the strength of these compositions lies in 
their ability of the tunes to transcend any instrumentation, leaving just our imagination to take over...

EphenStephen
guitar duo in concert

Friday May 6, from 5:00 pm
Macquarie University Art Gallery
Entry by donation ($12 and $8 concession) 


